
DISCO Hold
Legal hold for the modern enterprise

DISCO Hold is a legal hold platform that automates the manual work necessary to comply with preservation 

requirements, empowering in-house legal teams to preserve data, notify custodians, and track holds with a 

defensible audit trail – all from a single, cloud-based interface.

With DISCO
  Reduce time spent managing your legal holds by >85% 

over a manual process

  Get your team up and running in minutes in our  
easy-to-use platform

  Notify, remind, track, and preserve from a single,  
cloud-based interface

  Customize your hold workflow to ensure consistency

  Maintain a defensible hold policy with complete confidence

  Minimize and control data storage spend

Never again
  Spend hundreds of hours manually tracking holds 

in spreadsheets

  Rely on IT to manage data preservation

  Search disparate databases to locate custodians 
and preserve data

  Reinvent the wheel for each new matter

  Risk spoliation due to lack of visibility into compliance

  Overpay for storage of multiple copies of data
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Feature Highlights
 ■ Instantly identify custodians across data sources, groups, and 
holds using integrations with Active Directory, Google Directory, 
Workday, and SAP SuccessFactors.

 ■ Preserve data in place in a single click using automated 
integrations with Microsoft365 Core eDiscovery, Google 
Vault, Code42, Slack Legal Hold, Dropbox Legal Hold, and 
Box Governance.

 ■ Draft and send preservation letters and questionnaires in 
seconds, from scratch or using customizable templates. 

 ■ Manage legal holds with ease with the ability to send custom-
izable reminders, add custodians on the fly, send and track 
updated notices, and notify and release custodians in source 
repositories.

 ■ Track acknowledgment at a glance with flexible reporting.

 ■ Maintain a defensible hold policy with confidence using 
comprehensive audit logs.

 ■ Automatically release holds and custodians and quickly 
close matters.

 ■ Protect your organization’s data with a solution that supports 
industry best practices.

 ■ Seamlessly collect, ingest, enrich, review, and produce this 
data in DISCO Ediscovery and DISCO Case Builder using an 
intuitive interface that helps legal teams get to evidence faster.
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